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Abstract
Dopamine neurotransmission plays a critical role in brain function in both health and disease
and aberrations in dopamine neurotransmission are implicated in several psychiatric and
neurological disorders, including schizophrenia, depression, anxiety, and Parkinson’s
disease. Until recently,
measuring the dynamics of dopamine and other
neurotransmitters of this class could not be achieved at spatiotemporal resolutions
necessary to understand how dopamine regulates the plasticity and function of neurons
and neural circuits, and how dysfunctions in this regulation lead to disease. Probes that
satisfy critical attributes in spatial and temporal resolution, and chemical selectivity are
needed to facilitate investigations of brain neurochemistry.
Both selectivity and imaging challenges contribute challenges in neuromodulator imaging,
requiring parallel developments in probe development and microscopy. Thus, I review
challenges in, and recent developments towards, development of optical probes to image
neuromodulator dopamine in the brain. Specifically, I discuss protein-based dopamine
probes and synthetic nanoparticle-based probes that have provided unprecedented access to
imaging neuromodulation at the level of individual synapses in both health and disease.
Lastly, I discuss possibilities for exploration of the effects of receptor agonists and
antagonists commonly used as psychiatric drugs.
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